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Pacific West Region Demonstrates Leadership
As embodied in this edition of Green Voice,

the National Park Service continues to be
an environmental leader.This is not a new

role for us;it is a core value that we all hold.

I feel very strongly that the Park Service
has an obligation to demonstrate environ
mental leadership,as well as incorporate
sustainable practices in everything we do.
Environmental leadership is an integrated
approach for improving environmental
compliance,preventing pollution, and edu
cating others on sustainable practices.

PWR efforts to demonstrate environmental leadership bear fruit at Whiskeytown NRA.(See article pg. 3}

We continue to emphasize sustainability as

My definition of sustainability is the capa
bility of natural and cultural systems to
continue over time.The NPS has a "sustain

a major focus of regionwide workshops
including West by Northwest and the joint
Admin/Rangers/Interpreters Workshop to

able" mission statement:"to preserve and
protect the natural and cultural resources
for future generations." It is up to us to live
up to this.

beheld in 2002.

In the Pacific West Region(PWR),we have

accelerated replacement of these with less
polluting alternatives. Also with the MAC,
we developed a list of the most polluting
diesel generators and are looking for ways
to use Equipment Replacement and Green
Energy Parks program funding to acceler
ate replacement with less polluting alterna
tives such as photovoltaic systems. By next
year, we will have replaced six of the largest
constantly running diesel generators.

brought together an ad hoc group of per
sonally committed staff to help steer our
sustainability and environmental leadership
efforts. These efforts are meant to be com

plementary to the environmental leader
ship efforts taking place in national parks,
where much innovation is taking place.
We've completed over 20 environmental
audits. This Department of Interior man
dated program seeks to identify environ
mental compliance problems and correct

criteria to our design projects. This stan
dard represents a checklist of design fea
tures that can be incorporated into plans,
to make a building more environmentally
friendly.

We have inventoried two-stroke engines,

We are actively looking for ways to oppor

which are highly polluting, and with the
Maintenance Advisory Committee(MAC),

tunistically conserve energy.The western

We are working on a variety of green pro

energy crisis has affected us all and we
need to set an example with our conser
vation efforts. We are doing this through:

■ implementing the President's directive
to conserve energy at federal facilities,
■ aggressively taking advantage of funding
opportunities through the Green Energy
Parks program that provides money to

install less polluting and consumptive
energy systems in parks,and

■ grappling with the issue of vehicle fleet
sizing and how smaller or alternative-fuel
vehicles might be incorporated into our

ronmental compliance requirements but to

curement issues. A key focus will be on get
ting PWR contracting officers better trained
on green procurement and how to find eco

exceed them.Through these audits we are

nomically competitive green products.

struggling with how to go beyond com
pliance and integrate sustainable concepts
into daily operations. Hopefully we can
make the leap in thinking not just of how

The possibilities for being an environmen
tal leader are endless. Hopefully, as you
read this edition of Green Voice, you will

A major effort has been looking for ways
to build sustainability into facility design at
a variety of points.These include using sus

sustainable in your own way.

them. Our goal is not just to meet envi

to store hazardous materials, but to look

beyond and see if these are even needed or

tainability as a criterion in awarding A&E
contracts and applying the Leadership in

if there are other non-toxic substitutes.

Energy and Environmental Design building
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fleets.

be stimulated to think of ways to be more
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